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Abstract:

The God Almighty blessed Pakistan with precious

diamonds.These diamonds are forces of pakistan. It is

only because of these forces  that we spend peaceful

life.These soldiers spend  their whole lives to protect

borders of our country. We are always  proud of them.

Our soldiers are not  only successful in  performing  their

duties, they also express their  feelings  and emotions

through their writings. There are many literary names in

our army that  painted the land of literature with the pen.

In literature they have created such master pieces, for

which their names will remain till the end of this universe.

These master pieces  are good addition in literature.

Among  one of these military men, one famous name is

Syed ZameerJafri.







 





   
  





 





  


  





 









 


  



























 



























 

    












 


















     


 













 







 
 
 
 
 
 
 






